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MEMO – Obscure Gel Light 
 

Problem / Task 

Create nice light for a still life, using True Ambiance TA with some shadow directionality. 
 

Solution 

1. Create one or several objects. With Diffuse Color set colour of light, with Diffusion set 
brightness ― default grey and around 15% Reflection gives usually best result. 

2. Set Sky to black, all atmospherics off, no sun. 

3. Use an HDRI from inside, no shadow casting, Quality 16, Intensity with Apply to light 
source as amplifier, HDRI Effect as appropriate, no TA Optimization, and Include Back-
ground. Enable Use as a backdrop and Add to sky. 

4. Position HDRI as appropriate, then export non-tone-mapped HDRI with high contrast as 
LDRI BMP Spherical. Flip this image horizontally and shift it by 180°. 

5. Create a radial, call it Background and set it to TA Optimization, Use Gel and give it the 
image (4) as Diffuse, set Diffusion to 100 and Include Backdrop (itself). Radial should 
cover full scene, set camera accordingly. 

6. Set in Render Options Premium, TA, high Rays per pixel. Engage Scatter Correction and 
Boost Light. To improve render efficiency, lower Maximum Ray Depth to 4. 

 
Adjustments 

• HDRI Effect and Intensity control overall brightness, Saturation gives a colour hue. 

• When exporting, doubling Intensity must be compensated by halving HDRI Effect. 

• The brighter the image exported the more ambient light and colour. 

  

Intensity was set from 30 to 5 to export the 
spherical, non-tone-mapped LDRI. HDRI Effect had 
to be set from 60 to 360. 

Intensity was left at 30 to export spherical, non-
tone-mapped LDRI. HDRI Effect could be left at 60. 

Note the reflection of the sun light left of the mirror ball, as well as a fainter one from the sun light 
reflected from the Utah Teapot to the mirror ball and from there to the ground. Disadvantage of this 
method is noise and render time; otherwise, the result is stunning. 

Note: Do NOT rotate HDRI after gel is in place, you will have to rotate radial as well. 
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